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About This Game

Ever wonder what lurks at the bottom of a cup you've left on the side for 3 weeks and haven't washed up yet? What strange
world has evolved and grown in there at that microscopic level?

In this episodic 2D Puzzle-Platformer, you take on brain bending challenges by cloning your Algae and morphing them into new
and exciting tools, all in a bid to escape! With four difficulty levels (including the aptly named 'Impossible' difficulty) master

your skills and free as many Algae as possible.

In Episode 1 experience the microscopic world of the beaker and navigate enemies that will stop at nothing to prevent Algae
from reaching their goal. Subsequent episode will take Algae on bigger journeys and onwards to larger worlds, including bonus

levels and new exciting personalities and skins.

Features:
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 Discover new morphs in every new Episode

 More is better! Clone Algae to solve puzzles

 Morph to move enemies and boulders to hard-to-reach areas

 10 mind-bending puzzles to solve in Episode 1

 More Episodes due out in 2019
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Title: Algae
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Purple Kingdom Games
Publisher:
Purple Kingdom Games
Franchise:
Algae
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0Ghz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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This is a VR FPS game built for Virtual Reality. You embark on missions, where the aim is to kill robots whilst avoiding their
oncoming bullets, avoiding bullets by dodging, ducking and even climbing. There are different control options including arm
swinging or trackpad swipe movement. The game is well designed and along the way you meet more robots that look like
friendly scientists, whom you can apparently shoot for extra points, despite the fact that they are friendly towards the player.
The difficulty increases throughout the game, with the number of enemies increasing and the introduction of different robot
types such as spiders and drones. You progress is automatically saved at checkpoints along the way, and there are also leader-
boards which adds a competitive element to the game. This is a good FPS, but I think that improvements still need to be made
for it to meet the standards of other similar FPS games that are available. This is understandable though as the game is still in
early access. The improvements that I would suggest would be to add some music, improve the sound effects, to maybe offer a
different movement option as although I found that the trackpad motion works well, it is still not my preferred method of
motion as it can slow down the ability to reload your guns at times. The controls can also be a little tricky at times, for example
when using the two handed gun and in the initial tutorial whereby you are required to climb. An initial backstory might also be
nice to give the player a more solid understanding and motivation to complete their objective. Some interaction with the friendly
scientist characters would also be cool. It could also add a co-op option and different difficulty levels to give the game more
variety and replay value. The price point may be slightly high at this stage considering the improvements needed in the game.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DTGC8HPm8Q. The song is censored.

I really want to know in advance of spending my money, if I am getting what is advertised.

This is a cleaned version of "Hey Ya!"

Only one word is absent from the recording, and omitted in the lyrics, but it is the principle of it; I am an adult and I think I
should be able to know that censorship has occurred, before making a purchase.

In future, please put "clean version" in the title.

Song is great, my "No" recommendation is based on the unlisted censorship.

Do I want a refund for it? No.

Am I disappointed it is censored? Yes.

Would I have made a different decision on purchasing it had I knowledge beforehand? Probably.. 10\/10 would recommend.. I
loved it. I am a huge lover of side-scroller platformer puzzle type games such as this and loved every minute of my playthrough
even through the many MANY deaths and restarts. The stages have a nice variety of length and even when I DID know the trick
many of the levels continued to challenge and excite me. I could hardly stop playing it and wound up playing late into the night.

The story which is unlocked through completing the stages didn't answer much of any questions but instead continued to pose
them in a way that SOMEHOW left me both satisfied when I came to the conclusion but also strangely yearning for more. I
wanted more of this. I've paid anywhere from anywhere from 10 to 40 bucks for games nowhere NEAR as engaging as this was
for me. Your mileage may vary but all in all it's a cheap puzzle based teleporting platformer that I greatly enjoyed.
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And any who complain about the censorship please visit Pixelgreed's Discord channel to find your patches.. While I would
recommend this game, only to people who don't want a really long game that makes more sense.

Not enough detail in the story, not enough background, and I finished it with almost 100% in 3 hours. Lower than my
expectations were for this game, but still good.

3/5 stars. Superior to the sequel.. Very fun, wish there was more to do though.... Purrfect fur cat lovers!
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I thought that maybe this would be a game to spend time playing while other things download. The problem is, it's way to
repetitive. I got bored about halfway through the tutorial, but I pressed on, because I thought it might get better from there. It
did not. The interface is rather sloppily put together, with the numbers on the abilities not actually working, and just having an
overall feel of being designed solely for mobile and then simply released as a PC game. Even the sale price I bought it at is too
much to be asked for. In my opinion, the developers should either have spent a lot more time on the PC interface, or just stuck
to mobile-exclusive.. I must say, that after finishing two campaigns I'm impressed.

- Excellent pixelart.
- Fаrt/bооbs/immortal snails/hobbit pоrп jokes are true gold for an admirers of such form of entertainment.
- Fast-paced RTS with interesting well balanced types of units. Decisions are never easy.

If you like mentioned sense of humor and miss good ol' RTS games where one bad decision could end with failure, I
recommend you to crush your enemies. I really do. Crush every one of them with bad boys Brog, Muk and Fuzgut...

This game is WAY MORE than decent piece of tactics - please support the authors and use your wallets. Get a try! Barbarism,
pillaging and beer simply can't be disappointing, m'kay?

To the authors: Świetna robota, Panowie. Życzę Wam, by gra w końcu zyskała należny jej rozgłos. Ku chwale Generii!. nope
reallly by all love..this is for 1-8 yeahrsoldpersons,childs...but really dont is samething for older peopel...is horrible...hehe i mean
..nowords..every 1 min shes hungry,,,there is no really samething toof arm...just same stuff:D hehe ..oh god..refund.RIP.. This
♥♥♥♥ing game look good and all but when you play it, it's just so annoying how you have to start the whole level over and over
and over if you die. The armor doesn't even help you at all because there are ♥♥♥♥ing monster every ♥♥♥♥ing ever you go
and they do a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of damage to you. It just so stupid. I played the first one on armor game a long time ago, but now i
remember why i hate this game.. This is one of the easier "Cells" games; it's mostly just basic multiplication and addition. Total
the game probably took me 3 hours or so; ignore my playtime, I fell asleep with the game on one night and didn't remember to
turn it off until the next afternoon. I will say that some of the later puzzles (42, 49 especially) really got me though so there's
good stuff here, it's just near the end. I recommend it to people who like the other cells games and enjoy basic arithmetic.
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